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THE DYNAMICS OF SUPPLY AND ECONOMIC GROWfH
- how industrial knowledge accumulation drives a path-dependent

economic process

Gunnar Eliasson
Industrial Institute for Economic and Social Research B.....L~""I

Knowledge .•. occupies a slum dwelling in the town of economics. Mostly it is
ignored. The best technology is assumed to be known. The relationship of
commodities to consumer preferences is a datum. And one of the information
producing industries. advertising, is treated with a hostility that economists normally
reserve for tariffs or monopolists.'

George J. Stigler (1%1)

1 FROM ASSUMPTION TO DYNAMICS

really managed to conquer a prominent
eory and many national policy programs

have r O nlinu rb performance in the Western industrial
nations. Assumption rather than analysis has characterized the theory of economic
growth.

In fact, so strong has been the assumption of a "solar fueled" exogenous
supply process that modern s side economists have committed themselves to
the belie constr to economic growth are removed, economic
growth UD • simply be released.

How can such strong beliefs in ous economic growth originate and
persist to the extent that its explanati has been neglected in core economic
theory?

This paper argues that standard equilibrium theory offers no explanation of
economie growth. The question is whether a theory of economic growth is at all
possible and meaningful If policy advice is the objective of growth theory, the
answer torns out to be affirmative. The analysis should then focus on how the
creation, diffusion and use of industrial competence occur in production. This will
make information processing a dominant production activity in what I call the
experimentally organized economy (explained below), and the efficient creation,
a11ocation and use of knowledge the prime explanation of economic growth.

Carlsson, B. (ed.) 1989, Industrial Dynamics:
New Issues in Industrial Economics. Boston: Kluwer
Academic Publishers.



2 The Dynamics ofSupply and Economic Growth

As we shall see, there are three "essential building blocks in growth theory":
(1) sca/e, (2) unpredictab/e entry and exit of technology (dynamics) and (3)
globalization of production.

Economies of scale manifest themselves in many ways and can be viewed
empirically as a form of technical change, or synergy effects of reorganization. On
this point I follow Young's (1928) argument that increasing returns "in the small"
essentially depend on the progressive division and specialization of industries. In
my interpretation this whole process depends on the introduction of new
technology or -- more generally -- industrial knowledge. Increased "knowledge"
input enhances the productivity of other factor inputs. The most irnportant
knowledge input is the general organizing competence that exercises a leverage
on all factor inputs and manifests itself as total factor productivity growth, scale
economies or technical change according to the specification of the production
function. Hence, economies of scale sirnply become one way of formulating the
output effects of technical change. The unpredictable innovatorjentrepreneur
creates new scale economies through the application of scarce local knowledge
and his (her) willingness to take risks. If the scale effects compete favorably with
the efficiency by which the market coordinates resources, the fum grows.

The creation of heterogeneous and scarce local industrial knowledge through
research and experimentation at the micro level bounds the economy from above,
but its creation becomes the key investment process in a modern industriaI
economy. Hence, the theory of the frrm has to be a theory of how knowledge or
competence is applied to create coordination and synergy effects ("scale") that are
superior to market coordination. Therefore, the notion of the fum as a ftlter that
upgrades and allocates talented people, ideas and projects becomes useful.

The supplementary notion is that the theory of economic growth has to be a
micro-based macro theof'j with the technology of information processing explicitly
modeled. Using this approach we will find that the technology of information
processing of the economy is embodied in· its organization structure.

Economies of scale, theJirst building.block, involve uPgrading ofeconomic
~ctivitie~throughincreasedspecialization,incre~ingthedemandsoncoo.-dination.
InthisJ()rmulation, scaleeffectsoriginate.in the·useof technological information
(upgrading of economic activities) and of economic information through markets
or hierarchies.

The second building block, free ent.-y and exit of technology, emphasizes the
openness of theeconomy and the irnportance of free competition, including the
difficu1tiesofcoordination associated with quality change, uricel'tainty
(unmeasurability)and variability in the number of players (dynamic competition).
Unrestricted flow of technology removes the possibility of converting uncertainty
into calctllable, micro-Ievel risks, as in the rational expectations assumption or in
expected utility theory, or in other fabrications needed to convert dynamic theory
into static general equilibrium mathematics (Eliasson 1989b).

The third building block, internationalization, introduces the global business
opportunity set. Together with limited knowledge on the part of the entrepreneur,
this is enough to establish (a) unpredictability of microeconomic change under the
open market regime introduced by category (2) and (b) to introduce a scale factor
in international knowledge monitoring; "the international market as a school". The
knowledge factor, not market size or raw material resources, now becomes the
limiting factor behind economic growth. (Information processing in the unpredic
table, experimental economy becomes the dominant production activity.) Hence,
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the organization of upgrading (technology), coordination and knowledge transfer
("schooling") activities becomes a major technology in itself, and the prime
concern of this paper.

The paper is organized in the following way. Having presented the three
building blocks of growth theory, we introduce in section 2 the modem firm as an
information processor that filters people, ideas and projects to produce quality of
output rather than volumes of output and that operates on knowledge capital. The
conclusion is that we measure neither this important input nor the important
quality output weil. This leaves the basic structure of the supply process
unspecified. We cannot even defme the most important investment, knowledge
accumulation. We try to remedy this situation by studying how the "production of
knowledge" is organized (in section 3). In order to understand the dynamics of the
market allocation process, including knowledge allocation and the returns to
talent, we have to carry on our argument within a complete economic system with
demand and price feedback, such that the economic returns to knowledge are
properly accounted for. Hence, the final section 4 includes a sketch of the
appropriate dynamic micro-macro theory to accommodate that.

1.1 Scale or Learning EfTect

Empirical studies have long supported the existence of economies of scale at all
levels of aggregation. At the macro leve~ scale economies can be parameterized
in the production function. Increasing returns to scale is, however, a static concept
of scale that does not explain what we are looking for. At the micro leve~ scale
becomes synonymous with what is sometimes called synergy effects. However,
economies of scale pose problems in received genera! equilibrium theory. They
are normally inconsistent with internal solutions, or the existence of traditional
static equilibrium properties. Scale factors cause corner solutions in the fonn of
concentration of all production to a few, or to one producer. Part of the problem
has to do with the fact thatthe generalequilibrium model is only a statement of
conditions for equilibrium. It offers no explanation of the convergence of the
economic process to a possible equilibrium. Hence, it is also incapable of dealing
with the dynamics of the accumulation of knowledge, or the market concentration
process. Recent developments, such as contestable market theory, the "new"
theory of international trade or similar approaches in which equilibrium
conditions are derived based on competition among a small number of producers
may offer a way out of static equilibrium economics, even though I am not
convinced.1

The static nature of equilibrium-based theory unfortunately removes the core
branch of economics from application to growth problems. Furthermore, the
notion of scale as it appears in macro production function analysis is much too
crude to be useful as an explanation. Economies of scale are linked to innovative
behavior that leads to specialization of work within finns and between ftrnls. What
Schumpeter called new business combinations emerge as a result of innovative
coordination of activities that result in scale or synergy effects. The merger of
Hughes Aircraft and GM, Electrolux and White Consolidated Industries, and the
reorganization of production flows within a Philips plant are all intended to create
such effects. They are all based on a combination of knowledge and
experimentation that sometimes succeeds, but often falls.
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Hence innovative activity, dynamic market coordination, and organizational
change together provide the driving forces behind economic growth. However,
without the steady infusion of industrial knowledge, the growth process grinds to
a halt. In order to understand this, one needs a dynamic, micro-based macro
theory, in which the accumulation of (learning) and use of knowledge are explicit.
In such a theory it is almost impossible to distinguish between scaIe economies
and technicaI change. General equilibrium analysis currentIy offers no way of
representing these factors. Adam Smith (1776), however, did not negIect them in
his original discussion of economic speciaIization and coordination where scaIe
economies in the small -- through increased speciaIization -- was the moving force
behind the "wealth of industrial nations". The idea that the "progressive division
and speciaIization of industries is an essential part of the process by which
increasing returns are reaIized" was adopted by Young (1928).2 It makes
increasing returns to scaIe at the macro economic level partly a matter of
economic organization, a notion that I will make use of.

Schumpeter in his Theory of Economic Development (1912) thought that
entrepreneurial innovative activity exploiting economies of scaIe at the micro level
was essentially arandom, unpredictable process. Thirty years later, Schumpeter
in Capita/ism, Socialism and Democracy (1942) observed the emergence of
giant corporations embodying, as he thought, the organizational skills to routinize
the innovative activity, hence providing the foundation for a continued presence of
positive economies of scaIe based on unique knowledge. The old Schumpeter of
1942 would generate a centrally planned economy on the model of the cIassicaI
general equiIibrium modeI. Was Schumpeter of 1942 wrong, or is the cIassicaI
modeJ wrong? The answer determines our way of looking at things economicaIIy
and makes empirical studies of innovation a priority concern in economic
research.

1.2 The Birth and Death of Finns

Jagren (1986) foIIowed a random sample of 115 finns that existed in 1918 through
the 19705. OnIy 21 frrms remained in 1981 -- the rest had either gone out of
business or been acquired by other frrms. The aggregate output of the remaining
ftrms nevertheless had grown somewhat faster than the total Swedish
manufacturing output. However, 19 of the remaining 21 finns had grown very
slowly, if at all, throughout the period. They remained small in 1981. The total
growth was explained by two mammoth corporations, Electrolux and Bofors.
Obviously, a selection process bad been at work during the 60-year period 1920
81. This seJection process criticaIIy foeuses on the returns to capital and the
abiIity of the capital market not onIy to filter out the winners and forcing the low
performers to exit, but aIso to make all potential winners participants in the game
(the incentive problem).

Two criticaI notions emerge. What do entry and exit mean for competition
compared to the general equiIibrium modeJ where neither entry nor exit, nor
innovative bebavior occurs? What kind of capital regulates the entry and exit
processes? And how are rate of return requirements on that capital exercised?
We will explain the outcome of this selection in terms of sca1e, industrial
knowIedge and competition. The key question is to what extent Jagren's resulKCån
be generaIized. Are they what one should expect from any random sample of
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[trms seleeted some 50 to 100 years ago? Can the outcome be influenced by
policies? If so, the nature of this selection process must be a prime element of any
theory of economic growth.

1.3 Interoationalization or Concentration

The size of the market, according to Adam Smith and Karl Marx, limits the
exploitation of economies of scale and, hence, is the critical factor behind growth
in capitalist economies. Jagren's results appear to support this notion. The two
[trms that rise out of the remains of the original sample have both grown into
giant producers by exploiting the enlarged market available through
internationalization, allowing them to earn higher returns through increased
specialization (see Eliasson 1987a).

If scale and increased specialization matter, internationalization has made it
possible for small advanced economies like Sweden, Switzerland and the
Netherlands (see Table 1) to overcome the market constraint and to create,
nevertheless, very large and global business organizations. The consequence has
been an extreme concentration of the production of the entire economy to a few
giant [rrms (see Table 2 and Figure 1 and Eliasson 1986b).

Globalization has made possible enormous production flowefficiencies due to
scale. At the same time an element of vulnerability, or instability, of the national
economy has entered due to the concentration of production to a few players. If
one [trm -- like Volvo in Sweden -- experiences significant problems, the
consequences rock the entire industrial sector of the nation. However, while
relative size bolsters productivity and national wealth and makes the nation
vulnerable to international competition, size and global reach a1sc provide
insurance against falling behind in competition. Once a [trm has become a global
performer in product and process technology and gained a significant share of the

Table 1 Average size of the five largest firms in 1984

Number of employees of corporate group (thousands)

Nether- Sweden
lands

UKb West Japan
Germany

Switzer
land

1972
1983/84

121
100

51
67

451
444

219
167

195
223 134

70
85

a These figures do not include the giant acquisitions of Zanussi and White Consolidated by Electrolux
in 1986 and the merger of ASFA with Brown Boveri in 1987.

b Excluding Shell and Unilever.

Source: Eliasson, 1986b.
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global market, it has also gained access to the global pool of industrial knowledge
in its field, provided it is properly organized to tap that knowledge (Eliasson
1987a, 1988b). It is constantly rivaled by the best competitors, and its size ensures
the resources to monitor the pool of knowledge. The finn is constantly learning.
The outcome depends on how weil this learning process is organized.

Table 2 The share in domestic manufacturing employment of the
largest manufacturing firms: global firm employment in percent of
domestic manufacturing employment 1983

Sweden USa UKb Switzer- Japan West Canada France
land Germany

5largest 26.1 7.9 10.6 53.7 3.4 10.8 11.8 11.5
10largest 36.2 11.2 16.8 73.2 5.2 16.5 16.7 17.1
20 largest 46.4 153 25.5 7.2 21.6
40 largest 57.0 21.4

a 1984. The number for the VS may appear large. The reasons are that the largest VS manufacturing
firms -as in Sweden and Switzerland- are very internationalized and that
VS manufacturing employment in percent of total employment is relatively low.

b Excluding Shell and Vnilever.

Source: Eliasson, 1986b.

1.4 The Scarce Knowledge Capita! -- the Missing Link

The flow efficiency of a modem finn is not that of a steel plant that can deliver
increasing volumes of steel to global markets at diminishing unit costs, by
expanding output by more fully utilizing the existing plant or by enlarging il. The
modem finn does much more than manufaeture goods. It develops, manufactures,
markets and distributes products. The emphasis is on interna! service production,
adding quality to output volume. Competitiveness in global markets is defmed by
the ability to innovate products and to coordinate the entire production process
efficiently. This is predominantly an infonnation-using knowledge machine at
work. The economies of scale originate in the ability to put a unique body of
knowledge to work over a large total production space.3 Hence, learning effects
are really the results of improved technology that in tum reflect the application
of knowledge, and attention should be focused on the nature of knowledge
accumulation through research, ex:perimentation and knowledge transfer.

1.5 Dynamic market feedback

What is it that keeps market concentration from
suggested by static general equilibrium theory, as

continually increasing as
fIrms acquire superior
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organization for knowledge accumulation, each eeonomy winding up with only one
or a few producers? To understand the dynamics of supply or long-term capacity
growth of an economy, this question has to be satisfactorily answered.

To do that, we need a general theory of dynamie (monopolistic) competition
that allows full feedback through both demand and prices, in which also the time
dimension of price feedback is made explicit.

Temporary rents from innovative behavior that create economies of scale
constitute the moving force behind capacity growth of an economy. Dynamie
competition through innovations is the factor that closes the economic system and
controls the concentration of value or wealth in the economy. To understand this,
all factors have to be brought together in a consistent inteUectual framework ••
a micro-to- mat:To theory of economic growth . This analysis concludes the paper
in section 4.

Figure l

30

The 10 largest companies' share or total Swedish manuracturing
employment, 1880-1983

25

20
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15 top companies 1924/25
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or ~"~"ri". '~PI~l::

...........~... ,,...------ ···..··1·..········
_/----.:.~~ .."~........... .....J
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Source: IUI.

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980

2 THE TECHNOLOGY ELEMENTS OF A KNOWLEDGE-BASED GROwru
THEORY

This section introduces the modem firm as a knowledge- based information
processor that upgrades the quality of output (technological competition) and
coordinates various specialized activities through the application of competence
acquired through successful competitive performance in markets.
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2.1 The Knowledge Base of Economic Growth

A theory of long-term economic growth is concerned with the technological
factors that raise the capacity to supply goods and services. Demand feedback and
coordination through the price system become part of the supply problem. Rates
of return and the competitiveness of frrms are not independent of demand and
prices. This suggests that in long-tenn dynamics, demand and supply should not
be treated as theoretically separated. We frrst discuss the nature of innovations
and production organization that determines how economies of scale or
technology in the modern finn operate. After that we return to the coordination
aspect under the heading of micro-macro economics. Production in the modern
frrm, being very service intensive, is best characterized as advance<1, knowledge
based information processing. The accumulation and application of unique and
scarce know/edge capital become the focal point of a theory of economic growth.
Hence, the following factors become the key elements of a growth theory.

Table 3 The four elements of economic activity

(1) Opportunities (the creation of new technology)

(2 Coordination through markets (competition) and hierarchies
(management)

(3) Filtering nf people, ideas and projects

(4) Leaming (education and knowledge transfer)
.

Source: Eliasson, 1987<1, p. 12.

I use this somewhat unusual c1assification because the modern type frrms that
push the advanced industrial economies forward allocate the bulk of their
resources on various forms of infonnation processing oriented towards the
upgrading ofproduct qua/ity throDgb the use of technical information (product
development), or through advanced marketing techniques. Managing the requisite
knowledge capital profitably requires an elaborate accumulation of knowledge
which has to be an integrated part of ongoing production and investment activities
(next section). We do not have data on the extent of all these activities. We only
know that they together use up almost all resources of production. Table 3 and
Figure 2 give indications of the relative magnitudes of some of these resources.
A significant part of productivity advance, furthermore, depends on access to the
international pool of industrial knowledge and the ability to exploit that
knowledge in local production. Here the multinational frrm obviously has a
competitive advantage (see further Eliasson 1987<1, 1988b).
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Distribution of labor eost on various functions in large Swedish
manufacturing corporations, 1982

9

Goods processing (56.2%)

Pre-prod. planning (3.5%)

Design, engineering
& documentation (4.6%)

R & D (5.2%)

Other (1.2%)

Administration (7.9%)

Marketing and Distr.(21.3%)

Source: Eliasson, Carlsson, Deiaco, Lindberg & Pousette, 1986, p. 204.

2.2 The Quality Factor (the Creation of New Technology or Tcch;wlogy
Upgrading)

The Marxist notion -- originally Adam Smith's idea -- of unlimited production
opportunities but limited markets has so far been proven wrong, if ooly in the
sense of being premature. The globalization of the world economy has lifted the
ceiling. A number of large international corporations certainly strive to conquer
world markets by acquiring competing fInns. The imperialistic drives of industrial
nations to expand the markets of their producers tinger on in many economic
policies. Trade liberalization has, of course, played an important role. However,
most of the globalization appears to have been endogenous without the
intervention of political institutions.

We still hear Marxist notions that the effects of trade liberalization have now
been exploited and that stagnation tendencies will soon set in. These notions have
been common in the discussion of the economic effects of the European Common
Market.

The notion of an upper, physical limit to economic growth due to the
limited absorption capocity of marlcets for all proctical purposes vanishes if
we allow the modem industrial corporation to enter the scene.

The modem industrial corporation allocates the bulk of its resources to
upgrading the quality of its products rather than expanding their volume. There
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is no limit to the capacity to consume quality, like better and better cars, wines
or -- for that matter -- books. The limits are instead set by the frrms' unique
knowledge to compete with product quality in world markets.

As a consequence, the modern firm invests heavily in knowledge capital
oriented towards product competition in world markets. Table 4 indicates the
relative size of two such "intangible" investment items; technological product
development and marketing. The table includes only routinized spending on these
accounts classified in the cost accounts of the frrms. It ignores many small, hardly
measurable improvements that occur constantly, their costs being mixed with
general production costs. The table also excludes the two perhaps most important
knowledge investments in the modern firm, namely organizational know-how and
internal education and knowledge transf~r. The administrative know-how to
operate huge and complex industrial groups successfully over long periods of time
is something that distinguishes the advanced industrial nations from industrial
nations in general. Such knowledge takes decades or centuries to build and should
be characterized as part of the industrial tradition (Eliasson 1988c). Internal, job
related education and knowledge transfer is part of the tradition. Practicallx
nothing quantitative is known about the extent of such educational activities.
Scattered evidence suggests that in the large international corporations,
"routinized" internal education and knowledge transfers of the measurable5 class
room type -- as distinguished from on-the-job training -- are of almost the same
order or magnitude as R&D spending (Eliasson 1987d). And this (in itselt) is only
part of total "knowledge accumulation" in the modern firm. Most of the
knowledge base of a business entity is tacit and embodied in people and the way
they are organized as teams or as a whole frrm; It is partly a matter of worker
skills acquired in the form of experience during apprentice years and partly a
matte!' of executive competence acquired during a career.

This Iearning is often lifelong, and indistinguishable from job performance. A
varied joo career is probably the most productive educational experience of an
individual. Costs of such education are very difficult to measure. And they are
onlypart of the total learning process, which includes the selection (hiring) of
individuals, the organization of work teams and the trial and error
experimentation that goes on at all levels within a modern frrm engaged in
technological competition. In fact, the bulk of R&D spending is devoted to
imitation and experimentation -- in short learningand the accumulation of
knowledge. Likewise, marketing is partly production in the sense of searching the
markets for the right customers, but also a learning process, entering new
mackets, learning about new demands on product specification, and so on. Any
frrm trying out something of the above, without previous experience, will soon
leam the large costs involved in acquiring that knowledge. One could easily define
the cost accounts of a frrm in such away that most production activities are called
"learning". We will not attempt any such classification here, only observe that
"learning" is a costly and probably dominant activity in a modern industrial firm.
IBM's venture into the office digital Switching (PBX) macket is a good
illustration. After an aborted in-house development of the technology, IBM tried
a joint venture (with Mitec) that did not succeed. It then acquired Rolm, which
again seems to have been less than a success. A new venture with Siemens
appears to be a way out of a money-Iosing activity for IBM (Business Week, Dec.
26,1988).
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Neither long-term capacity growth nor short-term competitiveness of the
modern industrial corporation can at aU be understood without both a quantitative
and a qualitative understanding of the knowledge-investment process at the micro
level, within the firm organization.

Table 4 Investmentsa in the 5 and the 37 largest Swedish manufacturing
groups, 1978.
Percent. Firms ranked by foreign employment

The 5 largest groups The 37 largest groups

Foreign Foreign
Entire subsidiaries Entire subsidiaries
group only group only

R&D 25 10 21 6
Machinery and

buildings 45 41 52 42

Marketing 30 49 27 52

TOTAL 100 100 100 100

a Investments 10 Marketing and R&D have been l',Stimatl'.d from rost data.

Source: Eliasson, (1987b).

2.3 CompIexity, Coordination and Competence

Economic progress can be seen as an evolution towards increasing exploitation
of economies of scale and scope through further division of labor and, hence, as
the coordination of increasingly complex production activities (Leijonhufvud
1986b). In our interpretation, the learning effects manifest themselves in the form
of new product introdUctiODS and product quality upgrading. Specialization, the
utilization of scale at various stages of production, and product quality upgrading
require knowledge. For many reasons, that knowledge is only locaUy available and
impossible or prohibitively costly to commUDicate. As a rule, this knowledge arises
out of a risky search process in which the majority of trials falls. It is, hence,
unpredictable and creates what I have caUed the experimental eronomy (Eliasson
1986c, 1987d). ffiM's venture into the PBX market is again a good example.

The coordination of complex micro behavior in an experimentaUy organized
economy also includes a filtering function. It involves the choice of organizational
mode for coordination; i.e. hierarchies vs. the market, choice of economic system,
choice of managerial system and intemal organizational forms, etc. (item 3 in
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Table 3). Such choices gradually emerge as a "tacit" organizational learning
process, but make institutions endogenous in the sense of Akerman (1950).6

This institutional framework controls short-term process coordination of the
economy as weIl as the fUtering of economic activities (entry, recombinations.
exits). The fIlter not only affects the exit rate of bad performers. It also regulates
the entry rate of potential winners. Since quality-based competition is not
predictable, winners cannot be selected on a priori grounds but have to be tested
in the markel. An efficient fUter minimizes the loss due to winners not making it
to the market test and maximizes the exodus of bad trials. Hence, the failure rate
will be high in an efficiently operatingmarket economy. This takes us far beyond
the slack or waste minimizing paradigm of static economic theory, which is
probably amisleading tool for allocation analysis.

Both the design and the operation of "the fIlter" are knowledge-demanding
activities. Product and process upgrading, as weIl as coordination and fIltering of
economic activities require sizeable inputs of resources, mostly in the form of
human capital.

2.4 The Returns to Knowledge Capital

The sheer magnitude of total expenditures on knowledge makes it important to
consider the returns to knowledge capital. Also, the high rate of return on
knowledge capital makes it necessary to understand the accumulation and
diffusion of industrial knowledge in order to comprehend the direction of change
in manufacturing industry. The only visible signs of the skewed distribution of
intangible industrial knowledge among frrms are a persistently high market
valuatioG of visible capital in wme finns oompared to other firms, e.g.
pharmaceutical companies. The close association of organizational and
management know-how to a small group of executive people (cf. the notion of
embodied technical change) makes the valuation of other assets critically
dependent on exits from and entry into that group. The influence of human
embodied organizational and management knowledge that exercises a leverage (a
"scale" effect) over the entire corporation stretches all the way up to the "owners",
providers and intermediators of fresh venture capital. Even though high q-values
also reflect too many other factors, predominantly risk, to make them useful
indicators in this context, this presentation of the rate of return problem of the
modern, knowledge-based corporation throws us head on into the inteIlectual
quagmire of capital theory.

The value of knowledge capital reflects the talent applied to the business
operation. Proper returns to talent can only be reaped if talent holders are also
holding contracted claims to that market value in proportion to the value of the
knowledge that they contribute. Thus, the "distributional problem" associated with
talent input is formidable. It is important to observe, however, that this is nothing
new. The knowledge factor has always been decisive in generating market value.
What is new is -- I repeat -- the in creasing importance of industrial knowledge,
the rapidly increasing expenditures on accumulating and transferring it, and its
economic vulnerability to competing knowledge accumulation elsewhere. This
observation introduces a new dimension to knowledge capital. It cannot be treated
simply as an asset. It is tacit, vested in the organization or a group of people in
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the organization. There is a technology associated with keeping the knowledge
capital viable which also draws extensive resources (see further Eliasson 1988c).

The disturbing thing, however, is the observation that fInn managements have
only vague notions about the size (value) of their in-house knowledge capital and
hence also about the returns to the same capital. This is in contrast to the
elaborate capital accounts and decision routines maintained on hardware
equipment and the apparent excess attention paid to what is measured compared
to what is not measured.

Most knowledge investments (product development, marketing and intemal
education and knowledge transfer) are on current account. The implication is that
the risk element in such investments is exaggerated and the returns to such
investments underestimated.

2.5 Knowledge as a Scale Factor

Many studies have recognized the presence of economies of scale associated with
one particular fonn of knowledge investment, namely R&D spending. R&D
investment often needs large production volumes for costs to be recovered. The
discussion of scale effects associated with technological development has mostly
been phrased in tenns of expanding markets through internationalization, Le.
through exports or through direct foreign investment in production.

The modem ftnn, however, is mostly concerned with customized product
development for specialist markets. Since product development is becoming
increasingly costly, an international marketing organization is needed to reach,
infonn and convince the right customers. Hence, marketing may be considered
a form of proouct development. Strong synergy (scale) effects result from
combining extensive R&D spending with large investments in international
marketing. In fact, a proper balance between these two intangible capital items
seetns to .1:>e a ne.cessary complement to a satisfactory return on process capital
investtnents,the0nlytypeofcapital. activated intheaccountsof fn:ms (Eliasson
198$c).Inaddition, a global· marketing organizationthatallows the ftrm to
implement and to cash in immediately on new innovations, rather than sell
licenses, or be imitated or cloned, appears to be the best protection frot'n-
competition, if the ftnn is technological1y competitive to begin with (Eliasson
1986<1).

However,· hugeadministeredhierarchies, displaying orderly, "equilibrium"
intemal behavior appear not to be the best habitats for innovative behavior.

Capturing the complexity of this activity mathematical1y remains in the distant
future. I will only discuss the problem here. The fonnal analysis closest at hand
originates in production function analysis, and I will begin there. However, the
neoclassical production function, even if fonnulated at the micro (frrm) leve~ is
not really what I have in mind as the ultimate fonnulation.

A production function describes the relation between input and output.
However, production analysis conventionally approaches this relationship at a high
level of aggregation. The theoretically unclear nature of capital has been the
major reason for criticizing the notion of a production function, but also the fact
that the most important explanations of production and productivity perfonnance
-- for instance organizational know-how-disappear with aggregation. This is,
however, true already when aggregating capital up to the levet of the ftnn or even
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the plant. What is needed, it is argued, is a sequential process description of
production that captures also organizational change (the coordination factor).
Carlsson (1980), using the Swedish micro-to-macro mode~ did that for
establishments coordinated by markets and registered large organizational effects
on macro productivity. To capture the impact on knowledge capit~ a sequential
process formulation, I argue, is necessary. This requires a micro-based macro
modet as an analytical tool.

In its simplest form the macro production function includes measures of
capital and labor inputs weighted together by a power function and quite often a
trend or shift factor, representing what has come (after Solow 1957) to be called
disembodied technical change. In most early econometric applications, this time
trend captured most of the growth in output and hence left growth largely
unexplained. The parameterization of the production function allows us to specify
whether economies of scale are present or not. If introduced at the micro levet
in a general equihbrium setting, anything above constant returns to scale causes
trouble.

Solow (1959) elaborated his earlier analysis into the equally well-known
vintage representation, where each vintage was a constant-returns-to-scale
production function, which shifted upward for each vintage of best-practice
introductions of new capital. Each vintage embodies a new superior technology.
However, white some technical progress may be embodied in capital and labor to
be captured by adjusting labor hours and capital stocks for quality cbange
(Denison 1967), other improvements, again, occur through "outside" disembodied
influence. The well-known Homdal effect (Lundberg 1961) and the "learning-by
doing" conjecture (Arrow 19613) belong to this category. Intriligator (1965)
brought the two approaches together. Jorgenson -Griliches (1967) almost managed
to .remove the shift-factor through quality oorrections of aggregate factor inputs.

This is still not sufficient to capture the influence of knowledge on production
growth. First, we have the actual process application of certain types of
knowledge. The upgra4ing of quality of products through R&D spending has
alreadybeen introduced as a separate factor of productivity by Nadiri (1978). We
do the same for marketing capital. However, the general organizing and
innovative know-how (organization) is still not accounted for. And this
knowledge should operate directly as a leverage, or scale factor on total factor
productivity. Let me try to introduce this factor in a standard production function
framework. We are still thinking of the production function as a choice of
technology.

Suppose, following Romer (1986, p. 1015), that the production function

is concave as a function of measured. factor inputs ~ and Xj for any fixed value
of.K. K is the level ofgeneral knowledge which improves the productivity of all
other factors. K is a capital good with an increasing marginal product. As long as
there are diminishing returns in the activities that create K, the static general
equilibrium modet will have a finite solution.

Let us assume that the measured factor inputs are:
kl = Machinery and equipment capital
~ = Product-oriented R&D capital
k3 = Marketing capital items,
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x i = Labor input, standard hours, aIlocated to the various capital items,
;=1,2,3

K is now the general, unmeasured knowledge base of the frrm that is accumulated
as part of the ongoing production process. In so far as some "tacit knowledge" has
been compensated in the form of wages to other factors ~, the K incorporates the
general organizing knowledge needed to organize all other factors into a team, a
frrm. K has thereby been defined as the recipient of residual profits when all other
factors have been paid. This is a capital input traditionally associated with the
risk taking of owners, but it can very weIl be associated with all knowledge
(competence) input oftheowners (Eliasson 1988a). In so far as top-Ievel managers
hold stock in the company, they get paid two ways for their competence input: in
the form of salaries and in the form of dividends and capital gains on company
stock, if their competence contributions generate excess profits.8

The main point here is that the competence capital Kgenerates increasing
returns to all other factors of production of the company, but that it is a searce
resource whose production occurs at diminishing returns. The K factor input does
not depreciate from use, as do other factor inputs.

It now only remains to show that K in fact has the "scale" or "leverage"
properties we have postulated. To do that -- foIlowing Romer (1986) -- assume F(
) to be homogeneous of degree one as a function of (~, ~) when K is constant.
This is an insignificant further restriction. Given that, for any • > 1.

F now exhibits increasing returns to scale in K. In the growth process of the firm,
K is the know-how created, say from organizationallearning that can be exploited
by increasing the size of the frrm.

The proof I have given has been in terms of the traditiona1, static production
function. We can then use the term economies of scale, although economies of
scope may be a better term. However, even this term is not the right one, since
we are talking about an organizational learning process that creates tacit
competence embodied in the organization and its people.

If both traditional economies of scale and unspecified embodied knowledge
accumulation are present, the two cannot be econometrically separated. And if the
tacit knowledge capital-- whatever it is -- is perfectIy correlated with "scale", a
prior scale formulation will reinterpret improvements in organizational
competence as originating because of scale and vice versa. The acquisitions of
Zanussi (Italy) and White Consolidated Industries (U.S.) by Swedish Electrolux
provide a good illustration. Obviously the acquisitions enlarged the scale of
Electrolux in physical terms. There should be mechanical scale benefits to exploit.
However, the success of Electrolux over the years has to do with more than that
in the sense that top management in other firms doing exactly the same thing
would not necessarily have created the same successful results, because they
lacked the particular experience the Electrolux management team had obtained
over the years. Even though one can give several examples of pure, physical
economies of scale with economic implications (e.g. the naturallaws controlling
electricity transmission, see Smith 1966), the notion of scale becomes the wrong
concept if the exploitation of economies of scale requires technology, Le.
knowledge. The question, then, is how to represent the dominant competence
input in the production process mathematically. The above production function
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representation, borrowed from Romer (1986), is a step in the right direction, but
it does not take us out of the statie neoclassical world, since it does not explain
the accumulation of the competence. This has to be done simultaneously with the
explanation of production if competence, or knowledge capital, is "tacit" and
"learned" through participation in production. Then dynamics is created and a
"path-dependent" economic process to which we now turn.

2.6 The Ultimate Dilemma - the Path-Dependent Economy

Let us frrst "think micro" and ask whether it is reasonable to separate out all
listed categories in the production function and whether factor quality can be
separated from labor hours and capital inputs. Can all inputs be varied
independently of each other? We can identify various capital items and labor
hours both in marketing and in R&D spending. But they would not generate any
output without the knowledge inputs. Knowledge becomes a dominant factor and
has to be vested in humans, either directly through L, or indirectly (embodied) in
capital equipment. So perhaps we can throw out labor hours and concentrate on
knowledge capital? This is not possible for two reasons. There certainly exist
goods production, product development and marketing of a routine character such
that the increased application of standard labor time will expand production.
Furthermore, this process occurs in a sequential manner. Hence, a "separable"
production function for each stage of the production process would solve this
problem. But then knowledge capital, labor hours, financial capital (inventories,
"cash," etc.) and perhaps equipment (computers) to coordinate activities internally
(administratively) would be needed. This coordination is costly and not necessarily
stable as to its production specifications. Stability may occur at higher levels of
aggregation, but then we lose sight of parts of the use of costly knowledge to
coordinate activities.9

This problem of neoclassical production theory becomes insoluble ifwe allow
one [mal, totally neglected item in production function analysis (see Pelikan 1986),
namely the use of knowledge (1) to coordinate activities, including the choice and
al1ocation ofknowledge at each separate phase of production and (2) the use of
labor and knowledge to upgrade the knowledge base of the business entity,
including the type (1) knowledge above. None of these two inputs -- to my
knowledge -- has ever been measured and used in production function analysis.

These non-measured factors add to value added, but they are not represented
as factor inputs. (Think in terms of the innovative inputs of the entrepreneur or
the organizing input of the owner mentioned above.) How does this input show
up? If all factor markets are assumed to be perfect, it shows up as a discrepancy
between value added and weighted factor inputs. As a consequence, it manifests
itself as disembodied technica1 progress in the production function (Eliasson
1981b, p. 285). However, who receives this "value"? Workers or other specified
factors? No one, because then factor markets would not be in equilibrium. Capital
owners or entrepreneurs? Yes, perhaps, but then some market, for instance the
capital marker, cannot be in equilibrium. If it is not, we do not have the slightest
idea about the competitive state of all other markets. So we do have a problem.

There is only one way of capturing this general, organizing or innovating
knowledge factor, nameiyas a choice of technology. Since "choices" of technology
go on continuously and at all levels within a business organization, both the
business organization and the entire economy have to be represented as economic
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systems with memory, or as path-dependent economies. What has been learned
as K at time t-I is memorized and affects performance in period t. The aggregate
production function, even at the plant leve~ is not a stable entity independent of
ongoing production because technological choices and other allocations,
depending on relative prices and the accumulation of new information (learning),
occur all the time. But this formulation takes us back to the notion of a "filter".
The critical "allocation" knowledge that constitutes technological change has to do
with the design of that filter and that filter will essentially be seen to be a filter
to allocate human talent. The "leverage" on the performance of the business
organization is large. In the rest of the paper I will think of the knowledge factor
as a leverage factor to be able to stay with the standard terminology, even though
this is adeliberate "misspecification".

3 THE ACCUMULATION OF INDUSTRIAL KNOWLEDGE - THE
MARKET AS A LEARNING PROCESS

The earlier analysis was restricted to the output from the factory process which
is sold in global markets as a result of product know-how, process know-how and
marketing know-how. Data on this knowledge capital are, to some extent,
available within frrms (see Table 4 and Figure 2). This section introduces the
educational investment process per se and the accumulation of general
coordinating (management) knowledge that governs the choices of technology and
organizational forms -- the choice of production function.

3.1 The EduC3tio!lal Problem of a Firm

Every business organization faces an educational problem of the following kind.
In a dynamic market environment its "capital base" will be heavily tilted towards
the factor endowments that paid off weil in the past. While profits originate
increasingly in product development and marketing, the competence or human
capital base of the frrm is heavily biased towards process technology. The
educational problem that determines the long-run survival of the frrm lies in the
"educational technology" applied to correct this situation.

Before we go on it seems appropriate to sort out a terminological question.
"Education" does not create knowledge; it diffuses and transfers knowledge. In
that sense it is a typical production process that also includes "imitation" etc.
Knowledge is created through innovative activities of various kinds, including
experimentation and research. Trying out a new product in the market is
knowledge creation.

3.2 Trade in Know-How

An argument commonly made byeconomists of the Chicago school is that
concepts like the entrepreneur, or the owners, are not necessary to explain
innovative and organizing activities. In sophisticated economies, the special
innovative or organizing know-how associated with these people can always be
hired in appropriate amounts in markets (see e.g. Fama 1980). Not so in our
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world where unequally distributed and incommunicable (tacit) information is the
key factor behind economic success or failure. Technical and marketing expertise
can be hired. But for a market to exist there has to be a broad supply of choices.
Hiring the right expertise in such critical areas requires know-how. Suppose such
know-how can also be acquired through hiring. However, making the appropriate
choice again requires more know-how, and so on (see Winter 1964, and Pelikan
1986). The ultimate choice referring to the whole requires the most sophisticated
know-how. This is the choice where the potential payoff (or loss) is the greatest.
The leverage between input and output is the greatest. As a role, the successful
owner, or organizer, controls this choice. lO

3.3 The Internai Talent Filter

White process equipment, R&D spending on product development, and market
investments still have some kind of physical relation to the tangible output good,
the general knowledge base of the specific industrial activity cannot easily be
defmed. However, the accumulation of that knowledge base is critically linked to
people who are filtered upward in the organization through what is usually
referred to as careers. There is both entry into, and exit from, the upward flow
of people. Even though their human assets, cannot be defined weIl, the group can
be identified rather weIl, their career paths can be followed, and some personal
speeifications can be traced; even costs and (educational) investment allocated to
them can be measured. Hence, white one cannot defme educational output, one
can at least describe how it is produced. A varied carcer offers both a possibility
for higher level management to monitor one's skins and a varied experience. The
desi~ of the filter can be observed, even though practically no research has been
carried out on this important industrial activity (see Eliasson, Carlsson, Deiaco,
Lindberg & Pousette 1986 and Eliasson 1987d).

The institutional adjustment needed is by no means easy. The provision of the
increasinglydifferentiated and heterogeneous knowledge capital put to use in
industry requires a variety of organizational solutions. This is illustrated in the
following examples;
(a) Mechanical engineering industries are based on a huge traditional, slow

moving knowledge base. A significant part of that knowledge base has been
"routinized" to the extent that it is being taught at advanced technical
institutes. General know-how in this field is not tacit. The pool of knowledge
is reasonably diffused through the advanced industrial world. New
technological developments occur in universities. Firms specialize in moving
these technological developments through production to the market.

(b) In phannaceutical industn"es the knowledge base is moving fast. Academia
lags behind. Because of the clinical orientation of medical research,
universities can still offer significant knowledge to finns. Hence, ftrnls enter
into joint research ventures with universities.

(c) In electronies the situation is different. The knowledge base is moving even
faster, and academia rarely has the competence to offer advanced knowledge,
except at the very early stages of inventive activity, if a talented creative
person happens to be "in place". This is true despite the fact that major
technology areas in electronics are general in application and extremely
abstract and advanced in any academic sense. As a consequence, basic
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research, technological development as well as market implementations take
place in the fInns. Frontier knowledge is typically "tacit", since receiver
competence is lacking.

For the purposes of this essay it is enough to observe that we are talking about
an observable, ongoing activity in large business corporations. Our hypothesis is
that the organization of the learning process is what detennines the long-mn
survival of fInns.

3.4 Global Economies of Scale in Knowledge Accumulation and Use - the
International Market as a School

The economic value of a frrm's knowledge endowment depends on its ability to
compete (eam a profIt) in a market where prices and costs are detennined by the
best perfonners. Critical industrial knowledge can rarely be purchased in the
market without hiring the group of people in which the requisite talent is
embodied. The only other way to acquire it is to develop it internally. Whichever
way it is done, a successful outcome can only be detennined through a test in the
market and learning through competition. If it does not work, one goes back,
modiftes one's product, and tries again.

Since the market value of knowledge diminishes as soon as a competitor
comes up with a "new idea", fInns have to be in the market continuously to leam.
Since the industrial knowledge base against which an advanced producer has to
test his own competence for all practical purposes is global, a sophisticated
producer of today is handicapped if he Cannot sean his international business~

environment continuously.
The effects or scaIe here are large. If a film romes up with a new element

of knowledge, a ready, global marketing network makes its investment pay off
fast. If the firm is large and falls to obtain infonnation about its competitors'
success, the negative impact on its profIt is large.

The economies of scale in R&D and product development resulting from an
international marketing network of foreign subsidiaries have already been
documented (see Eliasson 1987a, Eliasson-Bergholm-Horwitz-Jagren 1985). The
scale needed for efficient knowledge use is much more important in world
markets characterized by technological product competition than it was in basic
industries.ll The only way to achieve the necessary scale and technology is
through building an international group that gives efficient access to the
international pool of knowledge.

Only a large international fInn can establish separate research facilities in all
viable technological environments, and those environments are to an increasing
degree located in foreign countries. Only a large international fInn can
complement its technology base through acquisitions, when it falls to develop the
same technology inhouse or does not fInd it profItable to do so. And as the mM
example on PBX switching shows, the acquisitions also require a particular
organizational competence to become a success.

This links back to the problem of concentration discussed in section 1.
Advanced industrial nations have to exploit joint economies of scale in product
development, manufacturing and distribution to reach productivity levels that
make it possible to pay the high wages (and taxes) of wealthy nations. This leads
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to heavy concentration of produetion to a small number of integrated produetion
systems in small but advanced industrial nations like Sweden (see Figure 1).

This, in tum, makes these nations exposed, since one advanced producer that
fails in the learning process may rock the whole national economy. A global
product development - production - marketing - educational organization is the
only viable insurance against such risks, since it gives the firm access to the global
pool of intemationa~ industrial know-how.12

The accumulation of industrial knowledge in the modem finn -- the
educational process -- is fundamentally global and occurs through active market
participationand confrontation with the intemationaIly best competitors. If a
company is proteeted from that competition, it is also shielded off from its most
valuable leaming experience.

4. MICRO·MACRO DYNAMICS - CWSING THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

4.1 The Elements of a Growth Theory

There are four kinds of information processing: (1) creation ofnew knowledge, (2)
coordination, (3) filtering, and (4) education and knowledge transfer. See Table
3. Creating new knowledge is the innovative and entrepreneurial side of economic
activitiy. The organizing mode for the flow of activities determines the efficiency
ofcoordination. Filtering determines the choice of activities, technology and also,
as we have pointed out, the organizing modes for both innovative activity and for
coordination.

Knowledge accumulation and transfer, finally, constitute the art of doing and
improving upon the earlier three jobs. The more efficient this activity, the larger
the knowledge leverage exercised on the other activities. In traditional economic
analysis and particularly in growth analysis, the effeets of all four information
activities are lumped together under the headings of technical change or
economies of scale. There is only one way of separating them, i.e., to go down to
the micro level to understand how economic growth occurs.

The flrst two elements of economic activity are weIl represented by the great
names in economics: Joseph Schumpeter (1912) for upgrading in the form of
unpredictable entrepreneurship, Adam Smith for specialization, scale and
coordination, and Knut WickseIl for coordination of investment through a capital
market in disequilibrium. Fmally, room has to be made for Keynes, since no
macroeconomic growth process will become effective without a balanced demand
feedback through income formation. All this is illustrated in Figure 3. Item (3)
ineludes the choice of market or organizational regime.

The quality of all three activities is affeeted by the fourth "knowledge"
endowment. John Stuart Mill (1848) made the knowledge base of industrial
activity the key factor behind economic growth. His point was then almost totally
disregarded for more than a century (also see Abramowitz 1988). Except for
discussions of knowledge creation as a kind of disembodied capital accumu1ation
I have seen little written on the know-how associated with organized seleetion and
ftltering of people, ideas and projeets through markets and within hierarchies that
draw large resources and constitute the essence of the creation and transfer of
industrial knowledge in all advanced economies.13 Knowledge is not simply one
of these other asset categories. It permeates all activities in the sense that
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machines and labor hours have no value if the knowledge or quality factor is
missing. But information processes based on knowledge are also value-adding
activities. Marketing adds directly to value added, and capital accumulation occurs
through R&D spending. But in addition to this, any organization engaged in
dynamic competition also has an endowment of "knowledge capital" that makes
it a competent upgrader of all other knowledge-based activities. That ability, in
turn, has to be carefully upgraded, and so on. Knowledge cannot easily be
quantified. It is a transient ("tacit") feature, normally vested in a small group of
people, But the activity as such draws significant resources.

In the experirnentally organized economy, heterogeneous knowledge is applied
to specialized work processes, generating productivity advances at the micro level
that are essentially unpredictable. The distinction between the experimental and
the plannable economy -- as we have defined it -- refers to the possibilities of
explicit,deterministic modeling of this economic process. In the experimentally
organized economy a sizeable stochastic element is associated with the outcome
of knowledge accumulation and transfer such that the art of technological
upgrading and of coordination become essentially unpredictable in the longer
term.

Table S Modeling the knowledge-based economic growth process

(1) Exploitation of business opporlUnities
- creating unpredictable Joseph Schumpeter (1912)

llmuvative behavior

(2) Dynamie coordination
- of specialized production Adam Smith (1776)

flows

- of investment through
disequilibrium capital Knut Wicksell (1898)
market

- through demand feedback John Maynard Keynes (1936)

(3) Filtering, competition
(choice of organizational mode)

- minirnizing the loss through

- non-entry of potential successes
maximizing the exit of failure.<;

(4) Education, knowledge transfer

Note: a. Table 3.

John Stuart Mill (1848)
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It should be observed, however, that one does not need a stochastic modet to
produce stochastic behavior. Many simple, non-linear deterministic models exhibit
unpredictable and seemingly stochastic behavior. More complexnon-linear models
will normally exhibit phases of "chaotic" behavior, such that not even the most
advanced econometric models (estimated on output data from such non-linear
modelsl will be able to generate reliable predictions of modet behavior in the next
phase.1 The Swedish micro-to-macro model that I will use as intellectual design
for my final argument exhibits such properties. (Also see Day 1982, 1983, and
Hanson 1985.) This family of mathematical models illustrates the deterministic
origin of stochastic processes and, hence, should be useful in economics. If simple
models like those used by Day produce phases of chaos at their levets of
aggregation, then richly specified micro-based macro models exhibiting "diversity
of structure" are needed to generate the stable macroeconomic behavior that we
observe (see Eliasson 1984c). A simple way of expressing this would be to say that
the law of large numbers applies. However, at various lower levets of aggregation,
phases of unpredictable (chaotic) behavior are likely to occur now and then. This
is the essence of my experimentally organized economy. I interpret my earlier
argument as a behavioristic microeconomic rationale for such behavior, which can
be observed in a full-scale micro-based macro modet of the Swedish economy
(Eliasson 1987b).

4.2 Technology and Entrepreneurship - Exogenous Upgrading

The micro-to-macro theory that I use as a prototype design for the experimentally
organized economy introduce"s technology change as the result of mvestment ffi
R&D (innovation, technical information use). The firm processes market
information to upgrade the value of its products.15 Depending on the character
of R&D, great success may occur with low probability, or mediocre technology
improvements occur with high probability (Winter 1984). Technology enters the
production system through the upgrading of labor and capital productivity in new
inyestment vintages whose volume is determined endogenously at the firm levet
(see Carlsson 1988). A new investment vintage with superior but unpredictable
technical specifications can either operate as an independent producer in the
market (entry) or mix with the existing production system of the firm
(investment). Both entry and investment are moved by profitability expectations.
All agents (firms) in the market operate according to preset decision rules
representing their particular, limited knowledge about themselves and their
environment (bounded rationality). As we will see below, successful
entrepreneurship involves the creation of temporary monopoly rents at the
expense of earlier rent holders. The introduction of new technology (competitive
entry) may change market conditions (prices) such that old firms are competed
out of business (exit). Thus this M-M theory includes the necessary filter
conditions for the variable player game of dynamic competition, free technological
entry (entrepreneurship) and unrestricted exit (creative destruction), that we are
studying.
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4.3 Market Behavior of Producers - Coordination through Endogenous Price
and Quantity Setting

Finns compete simultaneously in three markets: in the capital market, where rate
of return requirements are set; in the labor market where wages are set; and in
the product market where product prices are determined.

Agents process market information through three intelligence or expectations
functions. They offer a volume and a price in each market consistent with their
profitability targets and watch competitors act similarly. As market arbitrage
develops, they leam and revise their market offers. As a role, these offers are kept
consistent with profitability targets, but there are ways of modifying profit targets.
Firms are not price takers. The key notion about the endogenous nature of price
and quantity setting of individual flfDlS is that ex ante price and quantity offers
are revised as the flfDl leams from the ongoing market process, and that all
individual offers together make the market process move forward.

This defmes the market process as the joint activity of all agents pursning
their own profit motives. The individual action of all agents would, however, not
be coordinated if the action of single agents is not bounded somehow.

4.4 Technologlcal Competition in the Experimentally Organized Economy
- the Bound

Since the output of economic activities in advanced, growing economies is
predominantly service and quality oriented, the limit to economic growth of any
importance is human ingenuity, not raw materials and physical capacity to
produce. Innovative activitie,g generate the industrial growth process. What keeps
innovative activity and application of know-how from leading to excessive
concentration of production and market power in all industry? The answer lies in
theieconomics{)f distribution. Industrialknow-how hasa permanent technological
.eff~butitseC()n()nlic value.(t()its0'tVDer)·. dependson thetechn0logical process
ofcompetinginnovatorsthatsteadily enter the market, forcing bad producers out
of business. Technological competition leads to what Schumpeter called creative
destruction. The competing away of economic rents by new innovators bounds the
wealth accumulation process of individual firms. Learning through dynamic
competition is an efficient way of distributing (through its effects on market
prices) innovative rents from temporary monopolies to consumers, thus containing
the rent accumulation process and excessive market concentration (see Eliasson
1986a).

4.5 Dynamie Multimark.et Coordination - the Invisible Hand

Coordination in the classical general equilibrium model occurs through the
Walrasian auctioneer, who collects data and passes out trial prices in an iterative
manner until all markets are cleared. This is traditionally assumed to be a costless
and timeiess procedure -- the ideal price controller at work. The trick is to
assume a timeless and costless intermediator of information, a prior assumption
that almost completely controls the outcome of the analysis.
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In the dynamic multimarket setting of M-M theory, each agent informs
himself by reading off both price and quantity signals as the market exchange
goes on. This is time consuming and costly and subject to frequent failures. Trade
always takes place before anything resembling "equilibrium" has been attained.
The adual learning that takes place normally modifies the behavior of agents.

No agent is ever fully informed in the experimentally organized economy.
Time and information-gathering costs are often prohibitive. Since the
disequilibrium market process generates unreliable signals, attempts to obtain full
information can be self-defeating and may even disrupt the economy (Eliasson
1984). Hence the nature of the self-regulating forces in the M-M economy is
along the lines ofSmith's invisible hand, not the abstraction ofWalras' auctioneer.

Dynamic multimarket interadion complicates market coordination, as does the
innovative process. The latter we know already from general equilibrium theory
(Fisher 1983). However, the innovative process is what drives the entire economy.
Thus a dynamically efficient growth process has to be able to absorb
unpredidable innovative behavior at the micro level but still be able to coordinate
prices and quantities dynamically so that price distortions and insufficient demand
situations do not occur, except temporarily.

This is where the theory of chaos comes in nicely. Chaos originates in non·
linear systems which do not exhibit the conventional convexity properties needed
to achieve static equilibrium. The Swedish micro-macro model (Eliasson 1985) is
such a non-linear system. Any non-linear system can be approximated bya linear
system plus a residual term of component fadors. Let us pick one linear
"approximation" of the Swedish micro-to-macro model or any non-linear system
that mathematically is a general equilibrium model with all the required
equilibrium properties. We solve for the equilibrium point and then -- using
conventional Taylor expansions of the non·linear modd around that point -
determine the component residual fador at some level of precision. Let us now
try to move the non-linear model towards the static equilibrium of its linear
approximation.16

The non-linear system exhibits "chaotic" properties if the "residual terms"
expand without limits in positive or negative diredions when the non-linear model
is "moved" closer to the static equilibrium of its linear approximation. Hence, such
non-linear models will always operate out of equilibrium, in the simplistic sense
of static theory, and the market coordination problem will be very different from
the one perceived from the classical modet, including its modem versions
exhibiting asymmetric information.

4.6 Insufficient or Excess Demand through Distorted Prices

H prices are not flexible enough, markets do not clear. Temporary excess demand
or excess supply situations occur. H there is a bias in the relative upward and
downward mobility of fador prices, inflationary pressures are present, and they
become stronger, the faster aggregate demand grows.

Analogously, in order to contain inflation, policy makers may hold down
aggregate demand growth. Hence, if relative prices do not adjust, demand may be
insufficient to drive the profitable supply response that instalied capacity and
innovative output make possible.
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The fmal outcome called macroeconomic growth in output, hence, depends on
a delicate balance between the driving forces and the balancing, self-regulating
forces. The commercial technologica1 potential, determined by the knowledge base,
inc1uding ils distribution and creation, and the incentive system drive the economy.
Market prices and administrative coordination provide the balancing forces.
However, the choice of administrative system and market regime, i.e. the
institutional rules of the economy, is knowledge-based. Even though not explicitly
explained, this approach to economic theory makes knowledge the ultimate
determining factor behind economic growth. We have avoided the full explanation
by positing the existence of a global business opportunity set and loca1ly bounded,
asymmetrically distributed knowledge as the limiting factor. As a consequence, the
entire economic system always operates well below its potential. What reins in
economic growth is the institutional organization of the socio-economic system
that regulates both the knowledge creation and the balancing forces. But this
institutional organization is part of the "memory" or the tacit knowledge base of
the economy which is gradually improved as the economic process goes on. What
we have now finally made c1ear is that this knowledge base controls the entire
information processing system through markets and hierarchies of the economy.
The macroeconomy is organization (micro) based and the organization determines
the macroeconomic performance of the economy.

4.7 What Does This Mean for Growth Theory?

The ultimate conc1usion from the above reasoning concerning the experimentally
organized economy is that at some level of disaggregation, policy makers, like
managers of a finn, will have to give up contral. The reason is not only
complexity or non-transparency in the Hayekian (1945) sense. Since practically all
production activities consist of more or less knowledge-intensive information use,
unpredictable technicai change occurs in the e[ficiency of using infonnation
itselj, and, with a high leverage effect, in the efficiency by which knowledge is
accumulated and transmitted through the organization.

But to assume predictable technica1 change, even stochastic generation of
technica1 change (d. Futia 1980), means assuming away the basic proposition of
this paper. The only way to achieve some form of micro-Ieve1 predictability is to
restrict entry of new technology as is systematically done in the public sectors of
Western industrial nations and in the "planned economies" of the East and -- I
have to add -- in classica1 economic theorizing at Western universities. This
hampers the innovative process, reduces competition and conserves economic
structures. Economic behavior becomes more predictable but the factors that
engender economic growth of real economies are blocked.

Therefore, modeling economic growth requires understanding the nature of
all forms of information and knowledge-using activities. Dynamie micro-macro
theory is needed. It appearsthat controi of the economic process can only be
exercised at fairly high levels of aggregation. If macroeconomic growth is the
desired ultimate outcome of policy contro~ this is pedectly all right. The
implications of this for economic theory and policy are, nevertheless, formidable.
Not only is the traditional economic measurement system severely affected by
unpredictable quality change, something economisls have long recognized, but in
a non-equilibrium mode~ neoclassica1 welfare analysis can no longer be used.
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4.8 A Note on Economic Measurement

The measurement problem arises out of the difficulty of measuring qua/ity of
output. The capacity "installed" to produce quality of output has two dimensions,
namely the distributional one associated with the rate of return, and the welfare,
output, dimension. On the input side we cannot measure knowledge capital weIl.
On the output side we cannot measure the volume of quality produced weIl.
Technological competition through quality hence has a strongly disruptive effect
on economic measurement. We have suggested that these two intangibles are
what really matters for supply. Thus, the modern industrial nations may be
entering a phase when the most important and the most rapidly growing inputs
and outputs -- knowledge and quality, respectively -- are not measured at all. Our
economic sensors will only be able to pick up a noisy reflection of the ongoing
"hidden" production process, namelyapositive return to these unmeasurable
quantities reflected in an above-normal return to measured capital. Knowledge
capital then operates like the financial gearing ratio. In a profitable firm, a lot of
cheap external fmance gears up returns on total assets as they accrue to owners
through the rate of return on equity. This is a typical "scale" effect. Similarly,
invisible general business talent --like invisible finance know-how -- gears up the
return on measured assets, making observers of economic things sometimes
believe that the reason is a technology embodied in the physical capital. An excess
return over standard costs of capital occurs. In certain forms of productivity
measurements, these excess returns show up as total factor productivity growth.
If instead a hypothetical knowledge capital is defmed, and if the residual is
allocated to that capita! input, total factor productivity growth -- and the shifting
of the production function -- would be reduced or eliminated. If that knowledge
could be measured, e.g. through accumulating its reproduction value, it would be
possible to measure, in a conventional fashion, the return to that knowledge
capital.

NOTES

1. This theory is still purelystaticvariations on the c1assical mode!. O. A1brecht-Axen-Lang (1986)
who suggest that "limited markets" in a search theoretic model may give interior solutions even with
increasing returns to scale. Similar "sca1e explanations" have also been offered for intra-industry
trade (see e.g. Helpman 1984). This is a puzz1e only for minds shaped in general equilibrium trade
theory. For two countries with identical faetor endowments, and hence no Heckscher-Ohlin
comparative advantage, increasing returns to scale may generate trade. The reason: because of scale
economies, each nation will specia\ize on a subset of produets and import the rest. Standard
equilibrium trade theory, however, only generates 0/1 results from this setting, that is full
specialization (concentration) and offers no explanation how. To understand such specialization you
need a dynamic, micro-macro theory of the kind we are offering in this paper, that not only explains
the specialization effects that occur because of scale but also the nature of the ongoing competitive
market process (see last seetion and Eliasson 1985c).

2. AIso see Romer (1987).

3. O. the wider notion of "economies of scope" (Teece 1980) and Dahmen's "Development blocks"
(1950; see also his essay in this volume).

4. An IUI study is currently under way.
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7. The f exccu profil (liClOt in Ellumll p, 188),

9. C&rl$tQfl (1900) !:itU; demOfiSltllled Iltl1lt this lllloctltiollllnd ccordination flll1ctlon ""~Ihll'i fitm$ll(ld
bC,!Wl:cn fi;ms IIGCOllnt.s tOt mere thlll'l SO ~n::,Gfll?t t?Ud !~cIOr produclivity gr,:rw1h At et:limälcd
"dls-cmbodu;dly" on tI ~tillldaN ma.m Proauct,on lunctton.

10, When åll !l~I(:d faclon; in the pro.hletiQl'l fUliCliOl1 in\roduecd in the earlier stc!iön havt bc:,;l'I
pIIid lhe/t mll.rglMI 001>1$, a di(ftrence 1xrwccn Vllll.le added and IOllil CO/l!J;, n:pte,s.eritlng thc return
to '~l$ CM::r the marktlllllcrtSt rlIte, rcmlllns. Al. shown in Elill.%öl'l (was, 1937b) this differencc
relat" directly 10 lota! !/leler P~~\jI:t;\~1:Y chl1l\gt:. Ho..vevet, thit cxca;s :return \:Ould lll$v be "'Id 10
be Il return to tbe 1l11&p<:cifie13 lnnO\lUtlve or Qrg:lllliting krH"wledge input of enir<:prcncl.lr5 or O\'!IiMt:.
I( propcrly Iccoumcd for, di~mb-odied total factor prcd\.lclivit'1 ,,!lange woul4 wnish.

11. Al; "'i~tinct from tecllnolog;ical compctition Ih.tOUih pllXa;$ upgrnding thllt ch"rnCltt'au the
Ulr:rnluni on te.:hnolog!CIi! compctition lind industrin! tartdillg. See Krugmll.n (1982, 1983, 1984) Md
Eliasson (1987a).

12. nere i6 a ptlnlilel bill tSStnliully cm:mcow; lIJ:gUmcr;1 IlbOll1 tbe ta,me prJb!em ttU! l~ orten
f!Cilt13 from enginccrl!lg school OOUl1:CS, thllt is also r-enected in the modem lilernlure öfi indu$irilll
targctinll.1t dcr!vcs dircctly from the general equilibri\.lm based lndl.i1:trilll organl1Aillcn !1'ii~i!IOtl. The
~tg\lment Is (1) that the intlov·.lIOf 611ötlld b<: prolected {rom foreign compeiiticn until he has
up the Kille and bemme compc!itive in il1lerntltlo!'ud m~rli:c15. This cl"roncollSly imjilic$ lh.!\l
inrlc'vutlw lIctlvilj jg /lpul'l:iy 1<%111 P~~$, The ~OO!l.d (2) ~rt of tbc lI~ment l.I; thflt the; advllliCed
IndlJetlill! Illllloll neeos a <lom<:.tric full ~'erogc te.c:hllOlögy bfi~. impl}'lna: lln lic"demlc ~ych !:tase
llld the po;;.slbiHty thtlt Iwen a bllse Clln be det:lgned Bild otgfinize4 locallyevcn thOtlgh the elements
of knowledge needcd mll!::e !,il' l\ Vtry larse ll\lmber. This argument iJJ; fundamcl'Itlllly at lei\&t
in my expcnmcllllll «OI10my, I '",.jU nol dt'Vtlop thi.!; argument f1.lrthcr in thls 000((;;.1, f\lnh.:::
BllllSSOn (19&%).

1:3. Befor<: Mill, hOl'<~r, eoo!\Omi.&lJ: paid keen llttMUOll tO the kn0\\1cdge factor bchind national
C\."'Ollomic per!Ol'tnanee, e.g, Westermal'l (1i'6S) In ltttemplillg 10 Ul1.de.!1tand why Dutc!l and British
il1dllctritl; p<lirfOmled I\t twiOll thll Swedish pl'Oduetivity level hl eOl'l\1"nfllb!e pteduelio!\ a.eHvitiu.

14. Hence; ~n'ltional e.~,:tatioru;· in if.!; onl}' palala"le formullllion will not hold, lIi:Imely that ag.::!'Its
~1I1UQI!y kam 00 that fllli iniortfllltion. in some fJ.C11s.e emcrgcs. Compare thc Iitfll.l'lgc lI5Sumptions
rlceded for "ntlonal expecllltlölls equilibrlum' in the ~lled kärning rmJdcl:i of Blume.Ensk:yP982), 8my (1982), Jordat! (1985) !lnd ~e the di$CU$.'li<m öf PryJmlll'l (1002), AIso s<.:e Eli!ls-sull
J9SSl, pp. 1'n-1SO).

15. What I pre~nt is liI briet &kctch. of the gencrel M·M thcory prc&cnted in Elia&5U!l (1m, 198&).
Note, however, thai the IIctua! M·M model implcmcl'lted cCöIlometriCJllly lll'ld I't:ed for Iwme.riC!\1
iilust:rntion$ is rnueh troder in dCllign. The innc.YWtion proc= of thc rirtfl, in pnrtlcular, il: Ci\:ogellOU&,
and Ie.mlng it ttrictly for coordlnl\!ion pllIpOGCS. New tecllnolozy enlem throl.lg.'l exogeno\.lS
itllj:>l'Ovtl»cl'il$ of pIWv~~ivilY ~iM.;:d with lI':w hlVt:f,!m~!lt (1){;C CörlJiWfr 1988). HO'l'{f:Vl:f, ~ll.~h

€i.ml, and th<: cconomic i;ttem tIl il whole ~ eq1.l1pp.:4 with a 1'I'..lJ7ru»;y, whkb dc:tennincs the .mte or
knowiedte accumulatiol'l and S";,Ianllltea tI path dcpcn<lcnt cconomic prtX~. Vi'hat i$ nceded (llod
modeled bu! nOt pl'Ogn'lmmed into thc mOdd, EJillSOOn, 19&5) Il: a productivity enhll.ncl"g process of
~hc fitlll detetmilled by invt4:lmelll& in R&D, thc latter bdng aloo endogenollsly dc.tcrmincd.

16, This is ic1cntiC4l to tl)ing to push the factol'S o! the Swedi~h M-M model lov,~rdl; Ofrom 1Il;xr.t<;:;
or from bal(.'ll\' Ihrougb illo~d OQm~titlon, See. BlillUOft (l9S4, 1~, Il'ld In p;&fdeullif 19S5. p1'.
332 tr,). where lin Ittempt in this dirutiotl WlI$ made, even though J ?iM !'lot thell aw-are of 'dl~O$'

in the aboYc rr.atllcnilUical tiCtlliC.
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